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Abstract
The Computational Grid appears to have the potential to become an important and powerful computing platform in
both the scientific and commercial distributed computing communities for the execution of large-scale applications.
One of the goals of the grid is to aggregate collections of shared, heterogeneous, and distributed resources to provide
computational “power” to parallel applications. However, designing applications capable of exploiting this potential
easily remains a challenge. This paper outlines the EasyGrid methodology for the efficient and robust execution of
MPI programs across distributed computing clusters. The principal objective of this work is to identify the application-
oriented middleware necessary for, as well as develop a framework to automatically generate, system-aware (grid-
enabled) applications capable of executing in such dynamic, unstable, distributed environments.

1 Introduction
With the high costs of acquiring and maintaining tra-
ditional supercomputers, the use of networks of work-
stations or PCs to tackle computation intensive applica-
tions has rapidly increased [1]. The concept of parallel
processing using local networks and clusters of proces-
sors (commonly known as Cluster Computing [1]) has
recently been extended to computing across networks
of geographically distributed resources (Grid Comput-
ing [2]). Both cluster and grid computing are viewed as
a low cost means of harnessing supercomputing-like per-
formance due to their flexibility and scalability in com-
parison to traditional parallel machines. This cost benefit
also means that a much larger community of users than
before now have the opportunity to solve parallel com-
putational problems on a widely accessible platform.

Grid computing adopted both its name and concept
from the electrical power grid to capture the notion or vi-
sion of delivering computational performance efficiently,
at a reasonable cost, according to demand, to anyone that
needs it [2]. The realization of this vision and thus the
success of the grid computing revolution will depend on
the research community’s ability to implement either an
execution environment from which traditional applica-
tions draw performance with ease, or a programming en-
vironment to aid application writers develop new appli-
cations capable of executing efficiently on the grid.

This paper focuses on Computational Grids (rather
than Service Grids or Data Grids [2]) for the execution of�
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applications which require large amounts of distributed
or parallel computation. One of the popular advantages
of such grids is that they make computing power avail-
able to users who themselves have insufficient resources
locally to execute their applications. But despite this,
relatively few grid applications exist to exploit this new
computing environment. To date, the majority of grid ap-
plications have been written by grid specialists and not
“typical” scientists or engineers.

Given the diverse range of resources and dynamic
behavior encountered in grid environments, developing
grid enabled applications present significant challenges.
Grid applications need to be designed to exploit the
heterogeneous capacities of the resources available and
overcome the negative effects caused by fluctuations in
both performance and availability of these shared re-
sources. If writing efficient programs for stable, dedi-
cated parallel machines is already difficult, for the grid
the problem is even harder. This factor alone is sufficient
to inhibit the wide acceptance of grid computing.

In an attempt to bridge the gap between grid infras-
tructure and applications, much research is being fo-
cused at the middleware level, e.g. the Globus Project [3].
Many of these middleware services are relatively new
and are constantly evolving, thus the services available
may vary from site to site. In order to take advantage
of these services, programmers require not only to be
acquainted with the problem to be solved but also to
have an intimate understanding of the functionality avail-
able from the middleware installed on the resources upon
which the application will execute. Even if a fully de-



veloped middleware were available, it is questionable if
typical programmers would be knowledgeable enough to
write grid applications capable of using these services.
While a grid application is expected to execute in differ-
ent environments, the application programmer cannot be
expected to develop and maintain different versions for
each of them.

If grid computing is to fulfill the vision of being acces-
sible to ordinary programmers, developing grid applica-
tions must be made easy. The challenge is to get applica-
tions to execute efficiently and robustly in grid environ-
ments without placing this burdening the programmer or
the user. This work-in-progress paper presents a brief
overview of a framework for the automatic grid enabling
of MPI applications. Named EasyGrid, the framework
aims to address issues of application portability, execu-
tion efficiency and robustness to resource failures. Sec-
tion 2 outlines the principal motivating factors behind the
framework and other related work. Section 3 presents the
EasyGrid methodology and describes the framework. Fi-
nally, Section 4 draws some conclusions and outlines on-
going work.

2 Motivation and Related Work

The acceptance of innovative techniques for improving
solutions to computational problems is often hindered by
the fact that, in order to benefit, applications are required
to be rewritten. Ideally, the same application should be
capable of executing efficiently equally on conventional
parallel machines (for example a cluster of PCs or a su-
percomputer) and on a computational grid without the
need for the programmer to modify the application.

New environments or frameworks need to be created
to allow application developers take advantage of new
grid capabilities easily. Realizing this objective requires
two undertakings [4]: designing an interface which in-
sulate programmers and users from the underlying com-
plexity of grid environments without sacrificing the ap-
plication’s performance; and providing an execution en-
vironment that automatically and efficiently adapts the
application to the dynamically changing resources of
a grid. The current approach to application develop-
ment focuses on the first of these i.e. implementing grid-
enabling computational frameworks (e.g. AppLeS [5],
Cactus [6], the GrAD Project [4] and GridLab [7]). The
principal objective of these frameworks is to provide ap-
propriate abstractions to grid services and a means for
these to be accessed easily from within an application.
Unfortunately, to execute on a grid, applications still
need to be modified to interact with the appropriate ser-
vice components available within the framework. Thus,
require the application developer to be “grid-wise”.

Cost effective computing depends on efficient
scheduling schemes to harness the computing power

available. However the decomposition of applications,
resource management and scheduling in grid systems are
complex activities [5]. Without any means to alleviate
the burden on the programmer to solve these problems,
truly realizing the grid vision will be difficult. For Grid
computing to be successful, it has to be made easier
and efficient. The EasyGrid Project aims to address this
issue. The objective is to the secure the realization of
the grid vision by making parallel computing on the
grid accessible to “traditional” programmers. EasyGrid
is a framework for the automatic transformation of
MPI parallel applications into system-aware ones,
and a methodology to investigate application-based
middleware for Computational Grids. System-aware
applications are adaptive, robust to resource failure
(fault tolerant), self-scheduling programs capable of
executing efficiently in shared, dynamic, unstable
distributed environments like the Grid. In other words,
they are applications which can react to changes in
their executing environment. In the future, this can
be extended to designing parallel applications which,
depending on the resources available, dynamically alter
the algorithm employed to solve the given problem.

3 The EasyGrid Methodology

While both the heterogeneous and dynamic nature of
grids limit the applicability of tools already available for
parallel systems, they also make developing system soft-
ware and tools a necessity and a challenge. High per-
formance for general MIMD programs requires effec-
tive scheduling and fault tolerance mechanisms. These
considerations suggest that although grids may be con-
structed from existing parallel and distributed technolo-
gies, significant advances in mechanisms, techniques and
tools will be of the utmost importance [2]. The Easy-
Grid methodology aims to allow programmers to concen-
trate on how to exploit parallelism to resolve the prob-
lem (within the chosen programming model) by using the
EasyGrid framework to generate automatically a system-
aware application capable of utilizing the grid resources
available to the user in the most appropriate manner. The
methodology adopts a middleware approach directed at
the user or, more specifically, the application. The frame-
work will be used to validate this approach and, in par-
ticular, to study both the static and dynamic schedul-
ing problem and the integration of fault tolerance and
scheduling strategies for (portable) system-aware appli-
cations on Computational Grids.

When talking about grids, most people adopt a system-
centric viewpoint (see Figure 1), i.e. the grid consists of
a set of resources upon which a pre-installed middleware
system acts as a Resource Management System (RMS)
to control the execution of grid applications. The RMS
aims to achieve an efficient utilization of the resources
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Figure 1: A simplified view of a system-centric Grid.

by monitoring and analyzing system specific information
e.g. processor workload, network throughput etc., (met-
rics which do not distinguish individual application char-
acteristics). However, to obtain good (parallel program)
performance from the grid, it may not be sufficient for
the RMS to simply react to the current behavior of the
executing applications. Given the scale of grid systems,
being able to predict the behavior of each application will
play an important role in improving efficiency [8]. Em-
ploying a system-oriented RMS to adjust resource work-
load may not be the ideal approach. A better alternative
might be to have the applications themselves adjust their
requirements.
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Figure 2: Simplified view of an application-centric Grid.

The EasyGrid methodology’s view is application-
centric (see Figure 2), i.e. the middleware provides
services oriented towards the individual application.
Efficient resource utilization is achieved in a dis-
tributed manner using an Application Management Sys-
tem (AMS) within each application. Each AMS has the
objective of matching its own application requirements
with the resources available. In other words, each ap-
plication appears to have exclusive access to a virtual
grid. Since the associated resources are being shared,
each virtual grid actually runs at some fraction of its po-
tential. From a system-centric viewpoint, the middleware
is associated with the grid infrastructure whereas from
an application-centric viewpoint the middleware is asso-
ciated with each application. In the case of the former, a
RMS tries to decide which applications may or may not
use a given resource at particular moment. In the latter,
each application decides dynamically which of the avail-

able resources to use, i.e. adjusts its execution to better
exploit the current state of the grid environment.

Due to the dynamic nature of Grids, the set of us-
able resources will likely change from run to run or even
during an application’s execution. Portability (system-
based middleware independence) allows an application
to avoid being limited to executing on resources with
a specific grid middleware (access and security issues
aside), e.g. one resource in Figure 1 is unused since it
lacks the appropriate middleware. Having access to a
larger resource pool increases the chance for faster ex-
ecution. Avoiding the need for the existence of a spe-
cific pre-installed middleware also facilitate the dynamic
integration of various non-grid networks (e.g. univer-
sity computing laboratories) into a single computing re-
source.

3.1 The EasyGrid Framework

This framework has the objective of being able to au-
tomatically convert traditional parallel programs into
system-aware ones which execute efficiently on compu-
tational grids. In order to offer grid computing to a large
group of potential users (Grid vision), we initially fo-
cus on parallel applications written with MPI due to its
widespread use in parallel programming.

It is not to difficult to determine an efficient form of ex-
ecution for coarse-grain, communication insensitive ap-
plications such as data mining, Monte Carlo simulations,
parameter-space searches, etc. Typically, these applica-
tions have more than sufficient parallelism to hide the
adverse effects of communication as well as the RMS
processing costs. On the other hand, the performance
of finer-grain (or relatively small, coarse-grain) applica-
tions is more susceptible to these costs. Good task- and
communication-scheduling is crucial for the application
to achieve acceptable performance. Our research focuses
on adapting LogP scheduling algorithms based on task
replication [9] as a technique to minimize the effects of
relatively high communication costs between grid sites
and offer some degree of tolerance in the face of resource
failures. (The LogP model [10], a communication model
which also considers the fact that networks have a lim-
ited communication capacity, has been shown to model
accurately a variety of systems including grid-like wide
area networks [11].)

Figure 3 presents the framework’s compilation phase
which generates an EasyGrid system-aware application
from a user’s MPI program. In the figure, functions are
represented by rectangles with rounded corners and files
by regular rectangles. In addition to the user’s MPI pro-
gram, a list of grid resources (Grid Access File) to which
the users has access is also needed. The System Modeler
creates a LogP architecture model by collecting informa-
tion (processor speed and average load, LogP parameter
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Figure 3: Generating an EasyGrid application.

values) for each of the user’s resources (if online). Pre-
dicting networking behavior on the grid is an active re-
search area and a number of grid monitoring tools and
techniques for estimating network and resource behavior
have been proposed [5, 8]. While questions remain over
the accuracy of the information obtained, this work aims
to investigate how this affects scheduling decisions.

Based on the characteristics of the grid resources and
the application, an initial mapping or schedule is pro-
duced by the Static Grid Scheduler (i.e. a LogP task
scheduling algorithm such as [9]) to guide the runtime
execution. The MPI Host File identifies the subset of re-
sources available to which MPI processes should be allo-
cated. In task scheduling, a parallel application is often
represented by a directed acyclic graph or DAG where
nodes denote tasks (in this case, communication free por-
tions of MPI processes) and whose edges denote data
dependencies (MPI communications). While the Task
Graph Generator can used to create a DAG representa-
tion of the user’s program [12], the MPI Program Gen-
erator creates synthetic MPI programs from DAG repre-
sentations. This facilitates the investigation of the effects
of program structure and granularity (using scheduling
benchmark DAGs) on the scheduling algorithms and grid
execution. As well as an educational tool to compare
and analyze schedules produced by Static Grid Sched-
uler implementations, the Task Scheduling Testbed can
also monitor an EasyGrid Application’s execution and
compare the actual execution with the prediction. This
is useful to help determine the importance of the System
Modeller and the benefits of the initial static schedule.

The Grid Enabling Pre-compiler generates the Easy-
Grid MPI application by using the schedule to restruc-
ture the user’s MPI program (this involves duplicating
MPI processes and reassigning communications, if con-
sidered advantageous) and incorporating the appropriate
application specific middleware (the AMS) both without
altering any line of the user’s code. While the user’s

application is transformed automatically, for debugging
purposes there must be clear correspondence between the
code written by the user and the code that executes on the
grid. Therefore, the AMS MPI processes are effectively
hidden from the user’s code. The EasyGrid application
with its AMS is distributed at three levels: a Home or
Global Manager Node, responsible for the global execu-
tion of the program across different sites; Site Manager
Nodes to control the execution at their respective sites,
and; Local Processing Nodes to execute the user’s code.
Whether or not, Manager Nodes also execute user code
is determined by the schedule.

Fundamental to the effective implementation of
system-aware applications is determining what informa-
tion must be monitored, collected and processed by the
AMS. The foundation of the AMS is the application’s
“on-the-fly” self-monitoring system which provide infor-
mation to other AMS functions (e.g. dynamic schedul-
ing, fault tolerance). A side effect is the degree of intru-
sion suffered by the user program’s execution. Currently,
each local processing node monitors MPI communica-
tions in the user code (i.e. tracks the execution), passing
on this information to the site manager. As well as pass-
ing the information from all of its processing nodes to
the home node, the site manager’s other AMS functions
use the information to make site local decisions. An ini-
tial analysis based on synthetic MPI programs show that
EasyGrid AMS monitoring incurs less than 5% intru-
sion (around 1% on average), using MPICH-G2 [3] from
the Globus Toolkit to run on the GridRio Computational
Grid [13].

The AMS’s dynamic scheduler aims to fine tune the
initial static schedule to improve the program’s execution
time. One mechanism being investigated is the use of
scheduling windows (i.e. the period of time within which
a task (process) may be executed without prolonging the
estimated makespan of the application) identified by the
static scheduler. If a task on a processing node starts ex-



ecuting outside of its scheduling window, the site man-
ager’s dynamic scheduler will decide if it is worthwhile
either, moving tasks assigned to that node to another at
the same site, or rescheduling communication. Due to
task replication, there may not be a need to execute a de-
layed task since an existing copy elsewhere may be able
to provide the necessary data sooner. Since every node
has a copy of the MPI program, the dynamic scheduling
function on each local processing node is responsible for
enabling and disabling processes and updating a process
communication table. (Note, for example, if a task with
two successors is replicated, then each copy need only
send one message. Since the user’s code is not modi-
fied, this table identifies which message send commands
are executed and should be inhibited.) The fault toler-
ance mechanism responds to resource failure in a simi-
lar fashion. Using monitoring information to detect that
processes have (or will) not met their scheduling win-
dow, the site manager’s fault tolerance mechanism asks
the dynamic scheduler to reschedule the respective tasks.

4 Conclusions and On-going Work

Users frequently complain of the difficulty of achieving
a reasonable fraction of the theoretical peak performance
on the parallel systems they use. In fact, with computing
systems continuously evolving and software becoming
increasingly more complex, a growing number of prob-
lems related to performance make writing efficient appli-
cations a complex and often counter-intuitive task.

Finding a good balance between programmability and
performance is one of the major challenges in realizing
the Grid vision. But deciding on an appropriate program-
ming model for the grid will take time. Since grid re-
sources are available today, this work aims to make run-
ning parallel applications on the grid easier, rather than
making parallel programming easier. The goal of the
EasyGrid methodology is to allow programmers to focus
solely on exposing the parallelism within the problem
and rely on the EasyGrid Framework to automatically
restructure the application to execute efficiently on the
Grid resources available. The objective is to relieve the
programmer of the complex task of grid enabling appli-
cations and thus implementing one program for a locally
available computing platform and another for the grid.

In terms of portability and efficiency, the EasyGrid
Framework adopts an application-centric middleware ap-
proach. The effectiveness of scheduling algorithms
based on communication models which consider both
hardware and software overheads and optimization tech-
niques like task replication [9] are the focus of investi-
gation. Many functions associated with grid infrastruc-
ture or middleware are essential for applications to be
able to benefit from executing on the grid. However,
up to now, little has been done to quantify the compu-

tational (and communication) overheads associated with
executing middleware services or to evaluate how much
these services affect the performance of applications.
Our objective is to find the right computational balance
between application and middleware workload and be-
tween system- and application-based middleware.

The mechanisms currently under investigation do not
consider the possibility of new resources becoming avail-
able during the application’s execution. Future work will
look to incorporate other middleware functions, such as
resource discovery. Another issue is how other EasyGrid
and native applications which share the computing re-
sources influence this EasyGrid application’s execution.
There is scope for future work to investigate the possibil-
ity of independent EasyGrid applications communicating
amongst themselves in order to resolve (future) schedul-
ing conflicts.
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